
The Spot Market
What is the Spot Market?
A spot transaction is the exchange of one currency for another currency, fixed immediately in respect of an 
underlying foreign exchange commitment, at a specified rate, where settlement takes place two business days 
later. The two day settlement process is due to the fact that the bank requires two business days notice to process 
payments due to time zones and currency cut-off times. In instances where urgent payments / receipts are to be 
processed, one-day value or even same-day value rates of exchange may be provided depending on currency cut-
off times. It is also commonly known as ‘Spot Cover’.
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There are two spot rates for a currency. The bid rate is the rate at which one currency can be purchased in exchange for another (the price maker’s buying rate), while the 
offer rate is the rate at which one currency can be sold in exchange for another (the price maker’s selling rate). The difference, or spread, between the two rates provides 
the bank’s profit margin on transactions. It is very important to understand who is buying and who is selling, this is because the opposite of what the client wants is what 
happens from the bank’s perspective. That is
• If the client is buying – the bank is selling
• If the client is selling – the bank is buying

Each decimal in an exchange rate is commonly referred to as a ‘point’ or ‘pip’. For example, if the USD to rand (ZAR) rate is quoted as USD/ZAR6.8550 and subsequently 
weakens to USD/ZAR6.8620, the rate is said to have moved by 70 points or pips.

Example:
A Forex Trader quotes you the following price: USD/ZAR: 6.4640/50

The USD is referred to as the base currency or commodity currency (BID) that is the rate at which the dollars are bought. For each dollar received, the trader will pay 
ZAR6.4640.

The ZAR is referred to as the quoted currency or the terms currency (OFFER) that is the rate at which dollars are sold. For each dollar sold, the trader will receive 
ZAR6.4650.

The meaning of the quote is that if you wanted to sell one USD, the trader will pay you ZAR6.4640 and if you wanted to buy one USD, you will pay the trader ZAR6.4650.

If the trader simultaneously had one buyer and one seller at the price above, the trader would generate a profit of USD0.0010 per transaction. Thus, on a trade of one  
million rand, the trader would make a profit of USD1 000.

Types of spot deals
The types of spot deals in the South African market are:

Rand / USD deals – The bank sells USD to an importer against a payment in rand, or the bank buys USD from an exporter and settles in rand.

USD / Foreign currency deals – The bank sells foreign currency to an importer against payment in USD, or the bank buys foreign currency from an exporter and settles in 
USD.

Rand / Foreign currency deals – The bank sells foreign currency to an importer against payment in rand, or the bank buys foreign currency from an exporter and settles in 
rand.

Foreign currency / Foreign currency deals – The bank sells foreign currency, such as British sterling (GBP), to an importer against payment in another foreign currency, say 
Euros. Or, the bank buys foreign currency, such as British sterling, from an exporter and settles in another foreign currency, say euros.

Settlement
The settlement date is referred to as the ‘value date’, which is the date on which funds change hands, that is the date the sender’s account is debited and the receiver is 
credited. There are various methods of settlement, which varies the settlement dates or value dates depending on the type of transaction. As mentioned before, spot 
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transactions are settled two business days after the application date. The exchange rate is fixed at the rate quoted when the deal was negotiated, even if there have been 
exchange rate fluctuations since then.

A deal done with one-day value means that the foreign currency is settled one business day after the application date. A deal done with same day value means that the 
foreign currency is settled the same day as the application date. It may not be possible to obtain ‘same day’ value for certain transactions, for example when dealing with 
Japan or Australia, owing to the time differentials. No foreign exchange trade dealings take place on Saturdays, Sundays and Public Holidays.

Cross rates
In the foreign exchange market, all currencies are quoted against the USD. As you would expect, not all cross border transactions are conducted exclusively in USD.  
Merchants invoice or are invoiced in a variety of currencies. This necessitates determining a price or exchange rate between the rand and the other currencies. Thus, there 
is a need for a ‘cross rate’ where currencies are quoted against other currencies which are not the USD. 

By knowing the USD/ZAR exchange rate, as well as the price of other currencies to the dollar, it is a simple mathematical calculation to establish a cross rate, that is the 
rand to the foreign currency exchange rate. (Bear in mind that banks and brokers run books in cross currencies and therefore a client can ask for a cross rate directly without 
the trader having to do all the calculations).

Example:
A Japanese importer of electronic equipment asks the bank for a EUR/JPY quote, thus the bank trader would calculate the price as if the client wanted to a) Sell JPY 
and buy USD (the bank would buy JPY and sell USD) and b) sell USD and buy EUR (the bank would buy USD and sell EUR). If the following quotes were given: USD/JPY 
112.75/85 and EUR/USD 1.0785/95, then part a) of the transaction would be done at 112.85 and part b) of the transaction at 1.0795.

The resulting exchange would be: 112.85 x 1.0795 = 121.82 (This is the EUR/JPY quote). Multiplication occurs as the USD is quoted against the JPY as the base  
currency and against the EUR as the quoted currency. Should the reverse occur (the foreign currency is the quoted currency against the USD), the individual rates would be 
divided. 

Application of spot dealing
Once the spot transaction conforms to exchange control requirements, application for spot dealing can be done in writing (giving specific information on a company  
letterhead), by telephone (giving specific information), via Standard Bank’s Forex Trading System (clients can obtain exchange rates which can be accessed through  
‘Business Online’) or by direct dealing (Companies with large foreign exchange exposures may qualify to deal directly with our forex dealing room). Both suppliers and 
receivers of goods or services can make use of the facility as it caters for diverse types of commercial and financial transactions. Rates of exchange fluctuate second by 
second. When the bank quotes a rate of exchange, the company must accept or reject it immediately. The acceptance of a rate of exchange is binding.

Contact details
For further information on any of our products or services:

Forex Relationship Centre 
Corporate and Investment Banking Division 
Standard Bank 
Toll Free Tel: 08000-FOREX 
Fax: 011 378 8060 
email: Forex@Standardbank.co.za 
www.standardbank.co.za

Disclaimer
This document does not constitute an offer, or the solicitation of an offer for the sale or purchase of any investment or security. This is a commercial communication. If you are in any doubt about the contents of this document or 
the investment to which this document relates you should consult a person who specialises in advising on the acquisition of such securities. While every care has been taken in preparing this document, no representation,  
warranty or undertaking (express or implied) is given and no responsibility or liability is accepted by Standard Bank Group Limited, its subsidiaries, holding companies or affiliates as to the accuracy or completeness of the  
information contained herein. All opinions and estimates contained in this report may be changed after publication at any time without notice. Members of Standard Bank Group Limited, their directors, officers and employees 
may have a long or short position in currencies or securities mentioned in this report or related investments, and may add to, dispose of or effect transactions in such currencies, securities or investments for their own account 
and may perform or seek to perform advisory or banking services in relation thereto. No liability is accepted whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss arising from the use of this document. This document is not intended for 
the use of private customers. This document must not be acted on or relied on by persons who are private customers. Any investment or investment activity to which this document relates is only available to persons other than 
private customers and will be engaged in only with such persons. In European Union countries this document has been issued to persons who are investment professionals (or equivalent) in their home jurisdictions. Neither this 
document nor any copy of it nor any statement herein may be taken or transmitted into the United States or distributed, directly or indirectly, in the United States or to any U.S. person except where those U.S. persons are, or are 
believed to be, qualified institutions acting in their capacity as holders of fiduciary accounts for the benefit or account of non U.S. persons; The distribution of this document and the offering, sale and delivery of securities in certain 
jurisdictions may be restricted by law. Persons into whose possession this document comes are required by Standard Bank Group Limited to inform themselves about and to observe any such restrictions. You are to rely on your own 
independent appraisal of and investigations into (a) the condition, creditworthiness, affairs, status and nature of any issuer or obligor referred to and (b) all other matters and things contemplated by this document. This document 
has been sent to you for your information and may not be reproduced or redistributed to any other person. By accepting this document, you agree to be bound by the foregoing limitations. Unauthorised use or disclosure of this 
document is strictly prohibited. Copyright 2004 Standard Bank Group. All rights reserved.
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